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An Improved Implementation of Grimbleby's Algorithm 
Stephen R. Schach 

Computer Science Department, University of Cape Town 

Abstract 
Details are given of an implementation of Grimbleby's algorithm for the common spanning tree problem with running 
times up to 50% less than for the original implementation. An explanation is given as to why implementations with 
even lower running times are unlikely. 

1. Introduction 
The common spanning tree problem may be formulated as 
follows: 
Given a set V of M vertices, and given two sets E 1, E2 each of 
N (undirected) edges such that there exists a bijection f : E 1 ---;;:. 

E
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, find all spanning trees T 1 of G 1 = (V, E 1) such that T2 = 

f (T 1) is a spanning tree of G2 = (V, E2). (If T 1 denotes the 
tree /e 1, e2 , ••• , eM_ 1 /ei in E 1/, then f (T1) denotes the graph 
jf(e1), f(ei), .. , f(eM_ 1)/ ). 

The tree enumeration method of symbolic circuit analysis is 
applicable not only to passive circuits [ 11 and active circuits with 
active elements in the form of four-terminal current sources 
(VCCS) [21, but has recently been extended [31 to active circuits 
containing four-terminal infinite gain amplifiers (FTOA). Since 
any active device can be modelled by a combination of FTOA 
and passive components, any active circuit can be analysed in 
this way. The method consists of constructing voltage and cur
rent graphs as described in [31; thereafter the problem reduces 
to finding the common spanning trees of the two graphs. 

Grimbleby [41 has published an algorithm for enumerating 
these common spanning trees. Running times for his algorithm 
are non-trivial; for an implementation in Basic running on a 
microcomputer he cites execution times of 104 seconds (com
piled) and 96 minutes (interpreted) for an active filter circuit 
of 20 nodes containing 24 passive components and 9 ideal opera
tional amplifiers. 

It has recently been pointed out [51 that the CPU time for 
Grimbleby's algorithm can be reduced by between a third and 
a half simply by using a doubly linked data structure for stor
ing the trees. This improvement certainly constitutes a mean
ingful saving in computer time. 

In this paper we account for the observed improvement by 
means of a detailed implementation as well as a complexity 
analysis. Finally, we explain why we do not consider it likely 
that implementations with significantly lower running times can 
be found. 

In what follows, the term "original" will refer to Grimbleby's 
implementation, [41 while "modified" will be used to mean the 
implementation described in this paper. 

2. Grimbleby's Algorithm 
Grimbleby's original algorithm appears in reference [41. In this 
paper we use the word "edge" in place of "branch", and 
"vertex" in place of "node", in order to conform with generally 
accepted graph theoretical nomenclature; otherwise, 
Grimbleby's notation is followed. 

An inefficiency in the original implementation arises from 
Step 7 (Backtrack), which has complexity O(N2). The storage 
of the edges of the forests as an array of pairs of vertex pointers 
(root., father.) requires a sweep through the edges to be 
repeited "undl no further root modification is made" [ 4]. Con
sider now the case where the tree is a chain (N, N-1, ... , 1), 
and edge (N, N-1) is to be removed. N-2 sweeps are required, 
and on each sweep O(N) operations are performed. Thus Step 
7 has worst case complexity O(N2). In fact, the average com
plexity is also O(N2); this can be shown by a method similar 
to the complexity analysis of bubblesort [61. 

The overall complexity is then at least O(N3), because a com
plete spanning tree has N-1 edges each of which has to be 
unstacked at Step 7 during the running of the algorithm. 
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3. The Modified Implementation 
Instead of storing each edge as a pair_ (root., father.) as in the 
original implementation, we now represerit each Jedge by a 
quadruple of vertex pointers (root., father., son., brother.). 
Root. is the root of the tree to whichJ vertex j Jcurreritly belongs. 
Fathbr. is the next vertex on the path from vertex j to root .. 
At any stage during the execution of the algorithm vertex j miy 
have more than one son; son. is defined to be the leftmost one. 
Finally, if vertex k = fathei-. has more than one son vertex, 
then brother. denotes the son immediately to the right of vertex 
j. These derlnitions are illustrated in Figure 1. 

,If\ 
rooti fatheri soni brotheri 
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0 5 
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7 6 
0 0 
0 8 
0 0 

FIGURE 1. Example of nomenclature. 

Consider vertex 5. We see that roots = 2, fathers = 2, sons 
7, brothers = 6. 

The three basic operations performed on a forest are 'add
son' which makes vertex A a son of vertex B, 'removeson' which 
removes a vertex from its tree thus yielding two trees, and 
'changerootpointer' which sets the root pointer of a vertex F 
and all its descendents in its tree to F. These procedures are 
implemented as follows: 

PROCEDURE addson (A, B); 
(* this procedure makes vertex A a son of vertex B *) 
BEGIN addson 

IF B has no son 
THEN make B the son of A 
ELSE make B the brother of the rightmost son of B; 

father A:= B 
END addson; 

PROCEDURE removeson (D); 
(* vertex D is a son of vertex C; this procedure inlinks D *) 
BEGIN removeson 

C : = father0 ; 

IF D is the only son of C 
THEN set sonc : = 0 
ELSE IF D is leftmost son 

THEN make brother 
O 

the son of C 
ELSE scan the sons of C from left to right until a 

node E is found whose brother is D, and set 
brother E : = brother 0 ; 

father0 : = 0 
END removeson; 

PROCEDURE changerootpointer (F); 
(* this procedure sets root pointer of F and all its 

descendents in its tree to F *) 



PROCEDURE recursivechange (G, rootnumber); 
(* this procedure sets root pointer of vertex G, its 

son and its brother to rootnumber *) 
BEGIN recursivechange 

IF G is non-null 
THEN BEGIN 

root0 : = rootnumber; 
recursivechange (son0 , rootnumber); 
recursivechange (brother0 , rootnumber) 

END 
END recursivehange; 

BEGIN changerootpointer 
rootF : = rootnumber; 
recursivechange (sonF' F) 

END changerootpointer; 

Procedures 'addson', 'removeson' and 'changerootpointer' have 
complexity 0( =i= S(A)), 0( =i= S(C)) and 0( =;t: S(F)) respectively, 
where =;t:S(v) denotes the number of sons of vertex v. Clearly 
'addson (A,B)' cannot be performed unless A is the root of its 
tree; in this case procedure 'makeroot' must first be called. 

PROCEDURE makeroot (H); 
(* this procedure makes H the root of its tree *) 
PROCEDURE reverselink (J, K); 
(* this procedure makes J a son of K; before the call K is 

a son of J *) 
BEGIN reverselink 

IF J is non-null 
THEN BEGIN 

removeson (K); addson (J, K); 
reverselink (father 1' J) 
END 

END reverselink; 
BEGIN makeroot 

reverselink ( father H, H); 
changerootpointer (H) 

END makeroot; 

The complexity of 'makeroot' is sum.rO( =;t: S(i))1 + O(N) 
where the sum is taken over all nodes' i on the path from 
father H to rootH in the original tree. The sum is clearly bound
ed by O(N) since the total number of sons of vertices along any 
path in a tree cannot exceed the number of vertices in the tree 
itself. Thus the complexity of 'makeroot' is also O(N). 

Procedures 'linkedge' (Step 5 of the algorithm) and 
'unlinkedge' (Step 7) can now be given. 

PROCEDURE linkedge (e); 
(* this procedure adds edge e 
BEGIN linkedge 

makeroot (P); 
addson (P, Q); 
changerootpointer (Q) 

END linkedge; 

M 
number of 

nodes 

10 
10 
20 

(P, Q) to the forest *) 

N 
number of number of 
branches trees 

14 9 
20 93 
25 2 

PROCEDURE unlinkedge (e); 
(* this procedure removes edge e = (P, Q) from the forest *) 
BEGIN unlinkedge 

IF P is the son of Q 
THEN interchange P and Q; 

removeson (Q); 
root0 : = Q; 
changerootpointer (Q) 

END unlinkedge; 

From the complexity analysis of the routines called by 'linkedge' 
and 'unlinkedge' it is clear that both these procedures have com
plexity O(N); in the original implementation the corresponding 
procedures had complexity O(N) and O(N2) respectively. 

The original and modified algorithms have been implemented 
in Pascal on a Sharp MZ-80B microcomputer. The modified 
algorithm is some 25% longer, and requires 2M more storage 
locations ( for storing the edges). However, as predicted by the 
above analysis, the modified algorithm is more efficient. Com
parative CPU times are given in Figure 2; savings from 33 % 
to over 50% have been obtained. 

Further Improvements 
The question might well be asked: are further improvements 
in the running time of Grimbleby's algorithm possible? The 
answer is probably not, because in the worst case the main loop 
of the algorithm considers all possible combinations of M-1 
edges from N edges. The algorithm as a whole therefore has 
worst case complexity O(Nb) where b = min (M-1, N-M + 1), 
and it is therefore unlikely that running times for Grimbleby's 
algorithm can be further significantly reduced. 

CPU time CPU time percent 
original modified CPU time 

algorithm algorithm decrease 

27 s 18 s 33% 
255 s 147 s 42% 
539 s 234 s 56% 

FIGURE 2 : Comparative CPU times . 
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